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SUMMARY

Spontaneous activity fine-tunes neuronal connections in the developing brain. To explore the underlying synaptic plasticity mechanisms, we monitored
naturally occurring changes in spontaneous activity
at individual synapses with whole-cell patch-clamp
recordings and simultaneous calcium imaging in
the mouse visual cortex in vivo. Analyzing activity
changes across large populations of synapses revealed a simple and efficient local plasticity rule:
synapses that exhibit low synchronicity with nearby
neighbors (<12 mm) become depressed in their transmission frequency. Asynchronous electrical stimulation of individual synapses in hippocampal slices
showed that this is due to a decrease in synaptic
transmission efficiency. Accordingly, experimentally
increasing local synchronicity, by stimulating synapses in response to spontaneous activity at neighboring synapses, stabilized synaptic transmission.
Finally, blockade of the high-affinity proBDNF receptor p75NTR prevented the depression of asynchronously stimulated synapses. Thus, spontaneous
activity drives local synaptic plasticity at individual synapses in an ‘‘out-of-sync, lose-your-link’’
fashion through proBDNF/p75NTR signaling to refine
neuronal connectivity.
INTRODUCTION
The brain of a newborn is capable of sensing the environment
and interpreting signals from the outside world without prior
experience. This early sensory processing requires brain circuits
to be precisely connected before birth. The basic layout of
neuronal connections is first established through molecular factors that guide axons to their target areas and restrict connectivity to defined sub-populations (Sanes and Yamagata, 2009).
These synaptic connections are then further refined by spontaneously generated neuronal activity before sensory experience
adapts brain networks to the prevailing environmental conditions
(Ackman and Crair, 2014; Blankenship and Feller, 2010).
Patterned spontaneous activity is generated in developing
networks as synchronized bursts of action potentials in large

populations of neurons (Ben-Ari et al., 1989; Galli and Maffei,
1988; Shatz and Stryker, 1988). For example, before eye
opening, waves of spontaneous activity propagate across the
developing retina (Galli and Maffei, 1988). During these waves,
neighboring retinal ganglion cells are frequently co-active. This
co-activity is maintained in the central visual system, which facilitates the refinement of topographic connections through correlation-based plasticity mechanisms (Ackman et al., 2012; Lee
et al., 2014; Triplett et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2011).
While the importance of spontaneous activity for connecting
neurons with cellular specificity has been acknowledged for
some time, recent studies suggest that it can even refine connections with sub-cellular precision. We and others discovered
an unprecedented level of connection precision in developing
excitatory neurons: synaptic inputs onto dendrites of pyramidal
cells are functionally clustered, such that neighboring synapses
on a dendrite are more likely to be co-active than distant synapses (Kleindienst et al., 2011; Takahashi et al., 2012). This
fine-scale organization of synaptic inputs had been previously
predicted by theoretical studies proposing that synaptic clustering can boost the computational power of a neuron, because
it would allow parallel information processing by supra-linear
integration of synchronized synaptic inputs in individual dendritic
units (Poirazi and Mel, 2001). Since these early predictions, it has
been found that supra-linear integration is required for high-level
sensory processing (Lavzin et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2014;
Smith et al., 2013) and synaptic plasticity in vivo (Cichon and
Gan, 2015; Gambino et al., 2014). Therefore, the clustering of
co-active inputs by spontaneous activity could provide the basis
for future sensory processing by enabling supra-linear integration. Neurons that develop in the absence of spontaneous action
potential firing or NMDA receptor signaling fail to establish synaptic clustering (Kleindienst et al., 2011; Takahashi et al., 2012)
raising the possibility that local synaptic plasticity mechanisms
arrange synchronized synapses along the developing dendrite.
However, the underlying plasticity mechanisms on the level of
individual synapses are unknown.
To identify these mechanisms in vivo, we recorded spontaneously occurring activity in large populations of synapses using
dendritic calcium imaging and screened for local plasticity rules
using an unbiased approach. We found that the fate of individual synapses depended on the co-activity with their neighbors:
synapses that showed low levels of synchronization with nearby
synapses became less active, whereas those with high levels of
local co-activity showed stable activity rates. We confirmed the
causal role of local activity patterns in synaptic depression by
Neuron 87, 399–410, July 15, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 399

Figure 1. Measuring Spontaneous Activity at Individual Developing Synapses In Vivo
(A) A schematic overview of the experimental approach. Somatic whole-cell recordings of GCaMP6s and DsRed-transfected pyramidal neurons in layer 2/3 of the
mouse primary visual cortex (P10–P15) were combined with dendritic two-photon calcium imaging.
(B) An example of a pyramidal neuron expressing GCaMP6s and DsRed patched with an Alexa-594-coated pipette. (Top) XY projection of the patched neuron.
(Bottom) XZ projection of the same cell, with the corresponding depth of the soma in the cortex.
(C) Examples of synaptic activity during spontaneous bursts. Images show an apical dendrite (grayscale) with the spontaneous synaptic calcium activity
superimposed in pseudo-color. Traces represent relative fluorescence changes (DF/F0) at three synaptic sites and the simultaneously recorded somatic currents
(bottom). Fluorescence increases that were determined to be due to synaptic activation are labeled with asterisks. Smaller elevations in fluorescence are the
result of calcium diffusion (see Figure S1A). (Left) An example of co-activity, in which all three sites are active during the same burst. (Right) An example of activity
at a single synapse.
(D) Dendrite of a layer 2/3 pyramidal neuron (left) and map of synaptic sites (right). Many synaptic sites were located on clearly identifiable spines (red circles),
while others were present on the dendritic shaft (blue circles).
(E) The relationship between inter-synaptic distance and co-activity (n = 11 cells). Error bars ± SEM.
(F) Spontaneous changes in synaptic transmission frequency. (Left) A dendrite with three synaptic sites. (Right) Activity frequency of marked synapses plotted for
the duration of the experiment. Even neighboring synapses show unique variations in activity over time. However, the average activity frequency of all synapses is
relatively stable (bottom right, mean frequency, SD shown in gray).
See also Figure S1.

manipulating neighborhood synchronicity in response to spontaneous activity in near real time. Finally, we found that this
‘‘out-of-sync’’ depression requires proBDNF/p75NTR signaling.
Our results reveal how natural patterns of activity can wire the
developing nervous system with sub-cellular precision.
RESULTS
Synapses Are Clustered in the Developing Visual Cortex
In Vivo
To explore the plasticity mechanisms involved in activity-dependent synaptic refinement during development, we recorded activity at individual synapses in the live mouse brain (Chen et al.,
2013, 2011; Varga et al., 2011). Specifically, we mapped synapse activation during spontaneous activity in the primary visual
400 Neuron 87, 399–410, July 15, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.

cortex of lightly anesthetized neonatal mice (postnatal day [P]
10–15). Previously, we had found that while low levels of anesthesia (0.7%–1% isoflurane) reduce the frequency of spontaneous network events, their basic properties remain unchanged
(Siegel et al., 2012). To map synaptic inputs, we expressed the
genetically encoded calcium sensor GCaMP6s (Chen et al.,
2013), together with DsRed, in layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons using
in utero electroporation. Transfected neurons were selected for
targeted somatic whole-cell recordings and simultaneous twophoton calcium imaging (5–10 Hz; Figures 1A and 1B). Spontaneous synaptic activity was monitored in apical dendrites as
local increases in GCaMP6s fluorescence (Figure 1C; Movie
S1). The spatio-temporal characteristics of these local calcium
transients were identical to those previously described as reflecting synaptic calcium influx through NMDA receptors (Chen

et al., 2013, 2011; Kleindienst et al., 2011). We imaged spontaneous activity at a large number of synapses on individual dendrites almost continuously for approximately 1 hr (n = 11 cells
from 11 animals, 15 dendritic regions, and 352 synapses, 40 ±
26 min; see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). About
half of the synaptic sites were located on clearly identifiable
spines (48% ± 31%; Figure 1D). Simultaneously, we recorded
spontaneous synaptic currents that reflected unitary synaptic
events, as well as synchronized bursts of synaptic inputs that
lasted several seconds (duration: 4.7 ± 1 s, median: 4.2 s, frequency: 3.0 ± 1.3 min 1).
Previous studies revealed that spontaneous synaptic inputs
are clustered in the developing hippocampus and the mature somatosensory cortex (Kleindienst et al., 2011; Takahashi et al.,
2012). We examined whether this sub-cellular organization is
also present in the developing visual cortex and indeed found
that synapses located within 12 mm of each other were significantly more often co-active than synapses farther apart (p <
0.001 independent t test, pairwise comparison; see also Kleindienst et al., 2011; Figure 1E; Figure S1). Thus, clustering of
synaptic inputs represents a general principle of synaptic organization during development.

Figure 2. Depression of Locally Asynchronous Synapses In Vivo
(A) A schematic of the analysis examining the relationship between local
co-activity and changes in synaptic transmission frequency. For every identified synapse, frequency and co-activity with its neighbors within 12 mm were
determined during a baseline period (green). The change in transmission frequency during the readout period (blue) was then calculated as percentage of
the baseline frequency.
(B and C) Examples of synapses with low and high co-activity rates, respectively, are shown. (B) (Left) Calcium transient at the analyzed synapse (marked
by arrow). (Right) An activity pattern of this synapse and its closest neighbors.
Co-activity events are marked by green boxes. The gray bar and dotted line
mark the time point of the calcium transient shown on the left. Here, a period of
low co-activity is followed by reduced synaptic activity. (C) An example of a
synapse with high co-activity rate during the baseline period that shows no
change in activity during the readout period.
(D) Synapses with low local co-activity (<20%, green) show a significant
reduction in transmission frequency (n = 11 cells, pooled data of 352 synapses). Conversely, co-activity with distant synapses (12–24 mm) show no
such relationship. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, non-parametric permutation test

Depression of Locally ‘‘Out-of-Sync’’ Synapses in the
Visual Cortex In Vivo
To explore the plasticity mechanisms involved in activity-dependent synaptic refinement, we first analyzed how spontaneous activity at individual synapses changed over time. We
observed that the frequency of synaptic transmission varied
greatly for individual synapses (mean: 0.6 ± 0.6 min 1, range:
0.1–4.71 min 1), even between neighboring synapses on the
dendrite (Figure 1F). In addition, individual synapses showed
unique changes in their activity rates over time. We wondered,
if these changes were random or rather a consequence of
the preceding activity patterns. Since we had observed that
synapses were functionally clustered on the dendrite, we investigated whether these activity changes were dependent on the
local co-activity of a given synapse with its neighbors. To this
end, we split every 6-min recording in two parts of 3 min
each: a baseline and a readout period (Figure 2A). In the baseline period we determined the transmission frequency of a
synapse and measured the co-activity rate with its neighbors
(<12 mm; number of neighbors: 8.8 ± 3.7 synapses; mean coactivity: 66% ± 24%). We then measured the change in transmission frequency in the readout period compared to baseline.
We found that the local co-activity rate of individual synapses in
the baseline period had a significant effect on their subsequent
change in activity frequency (p < 0.001; Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA;
n = 11 cells; 15 dendritic regions; pooled data of 352 synapses;
Figures 2B–2D). Specifically, when synapses showed low
levels of synchronicity with their neighbors (<20%), their transmission frequency became significantly depressed compared
between the first two bins (green) or between local and distant analysis
(black).
(E) The amplitude of synaptic calcium transients is unaffected by co-activity
rates. Error bars ± SEM.
See also Figure S2.
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Figure 3. Measuring Spontaneous Activity in the Hippocampus
In Vitro
(A) Spontaneous activity at the apical dendrite of a CA3 pyramidal neuron filled
with OGB-1 by single-cell electroporation. Traces show the relative fluorescence changes (DF/F0) at the three marked sites.
(B) The relationship between inter-synaptic distance and co-activation (n =
5 cells and 257 synapses).
(C) An example map of synaptic sites (80 synaptic sites). The imaged and nonimaged parts of the cell are shown in black and gray, respectively.
(D) Changes of spontaneous transmission frequency at the highlighted
synaptic sites. While the frequency of calcium transients at individual sites
changes during the recording, the average activity of all synaptic sites (bottom)
stays the same. The shaded area represents SD. Error bars ± SEM.
See also Figure S1I.

to synapses with higher levels of co-activity (<20%: 0.95 ±
0.91; R20% versus 1.46 ± 1.08 events min 1; p < 0.001 post
hoc permutation test; Bonferroni multiple comparison correction; see also Figure S2A). Local co-activity during the baseline
period was independent of absolute activity levels as the activity rate was identical between synapses with low co-activity
(<20%, 1.7 ± 0.9 events min 1) and synapses with higher coactivity (R20%, 1.7 ± 0.9 events min 1). The observed depression was specific for local synaptic interactions, since activity
levels were unrelated to desynchronization with more distant
synapses (12–24 mm; p > 0.05; Kruskall-Wallis ANOVA). We
found that there was no significant relationship between synaptic calcium amplitudes during the baseline period and the
degree of depression (Figure S2B), indicating that weaker,
potentially less mature synapses were not more prone to desynchronization-induced depression than were synapses with
higher calcium amplitudes.
402 Neuron 87, 399–410, July 15, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.

To investigate the temporal aspects of this mechanism in more
detail, we repeated the initial analysis, while varying the coincidence time window, i.e., the maximal latency at which two
events were considered to be co-active, and determined how
this affected the magnitude of the desynchronization-induced
depression. Strikingly, we found that the time window giving
the optimal desynchronization-induced depression (1.6 s; Figure S2C) matched the duration of spontaneous waves in the
retina (2 s; Mooney et al., 1996) and their correlate activity in
the visual cortex (1.6 s; Siegel et al., 2012). This is in accordance
with previous studies showing that the induction of synaptic
plasticity during early development is dependent on the timing
of bursts and the integration of synaptic inputs on a timescale
of seconds, regardless of the firing order of pre- and postsynaptic cells (Butts et al., 2007; Kasyanov et al., 2004). Thus,
dendrites in the visual cortex appear to be specifically tuned to
integrate synaptic activity on a timescale that mirrors the spontaneous burst duration in the cortex and retina (Mooney et al.,
1996).
Next, we asked whether local desynchronization also regulates synaptic strength. Previously, it was been found that the
amplitude of synaptic calcium transients is an indicator of synaptic strength (Reid et al., 2004). By analyzing the amplitudes of
synaptic calcium transients, we found that synaptic strength is
unaffected by local co-activity during the baseline period. Specifically, the amplitudes at synapses with low levels of local coactivity (<20%) were not changed between the baseline and
readout period (114% ± 77.81% of baseline, p > 0.05; Figure 2E).
Previous studies have shown that decreases in the frequency
of postsynaptic calcium transients, without accompanying
changes in amplitude, reflect presynaptic changes in vesicle
release probability (Enoki et al., 2009; Holderith et al., 2012).
Together, these findings suggest a simple ‘out of sync - lose
your link’ plasticity rule (phrase coined by C.J. Shatz; Markram
et al., 2011) where the transmission reliability of synapses that
exhibit low co-activity with their neighbors gets depressed.
Depression of Locally ‘‘Out-of-Sync’’ Synapses Is a
General Plasticity Mechanism in Developing Networks
To further study how local co-activity regulates synaptic transmission, we investigated whether other neuronal systems, where
we could more easily manipulate synaptic activity, also expressed this plasticity mechanism. We performed similar experiments in hippocampal organotypic slice cultures prepared from
neonatal mice (P2–P4, 3–4 days in vitro). Individual CA3 pyramidal neurons were labeled with the fluorescent calcium indicator
Oregon Green BAPTA-1 (OGB-1) using single-cell electroporation. Charge-coupled device (CCD) imaging (10 Hz) of proximal
and distal apical dendrites within stratum pyramidale and stratum radiatum (20–200 mm from the soma) revealed spontaneous
local calcium transients. Because spines are present in low
numbers at these ages, transients were mostly localized to the
dendritic shaft (Figure 3A), with only a small fraction occurring
in spines. We recorded synaptic transmission events across
large populations of dendritic sites virtually continuously for 18
to 24 min.
We found that synaptic inputs were functionally clustered
on the dendrite during spontaneous activity (Figure 3B), as has

tivity had the same effect on synaptic transmission frequency
as we observed in the visual cortex (p < 0.01, Kruskall-Wallis
ANOVA; n = 5 cells and 257 synapses). Synapses in the hippocampus that were rarely co-active with their neighbors (<20%;
mean co-activity: 43% ± 19%; number of neighbors: 2.4 ± 1.1)
became depressed (66% ± 56% baseline; p < 0.001; bootstrap
analysis; Bonferroni multiple comparison correction), while synapses with higher co-activity levels remained unchanged (98% ±
82% baseline; Figures 4A–4C). As was observed in the visual
cortex, the amplitude of synaptic calcium transients was unaffected by local co-activity levels (Figure 4D). Furthermore, synaptic depression was independent of the calcium transient
amplitude during the baseline period (Figure S3A). The optimal
co-activity time window for depression (400 ms; Figure S3B)
again mirrored the burst duration (367 ± 206 ms; Kleindienst
et al., 2011). Importantly, the neighbors of those synapses
that became depressed, due to desynchronization (<100% of
baseline), showed no change in activity (106% ± 66% baseline),
indicating that this depression is input specific.
To estimate the efficiency of this form of synaptic plasticity, we
determined the minimal duration and number of transmission
events required for synaptic depression. We repeated our analysis with varying baseline period durations and minimal numbers
of transmission events and found that synapses with low co-activity rates showed greater depression when they were active at
higher frequencies and/or for longer periods of time (Figure S3C).
Nevertheless, synapses already showed significant synaptic
depression after only 4–7 unsynchronized activations (70% ±
63%; p < 0.01; nonparametric bootstrap analysis). Furthermore,
depression quickly reached stable levels (Figure S3D), demonstrating that it is highly efficient. Together, the similarity of local
synaptic depression in the visual cortex and hippocampus
strongly suggests that this is a general and efficient plasticity
mechanism driven by spontaneous activity.
Figure 4. Depression of Locally Asynchronous Synapses In Vitro
(A and B) Examples of synapses with low (A) and high (B) co-activity rates. (A)
(Left) Calcium transient at the analyzed synapse (marked by arrow). Co-activity
events are marked by green boxes. The gray bar and dotted line mark the time
point of the calcium transient shown on the left. A period of low co-activity is
followed by reduced synaptic activity. (B) An example of a synapse with high
co-activity rate during the baseline period that shows no change in activity
during the readout period.
(C) Synapses with low local co-activity (< 20%, green) show a significant
reduction in transmission frequency (n = 5 cells, pooled data of 257 synapses).
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, non-parametric permutation test between the first two
bins (green) or between local and distant analysis (black).
(D) No relationship between local co-activity and calcium transient amplitudes.
Error bars ± SEM.
See also Figure S3.

been reported by previous studies using whole-cell recordings in
rat hippocampal slices (Kleindienst et al., 2011; Takahashi et al.,
2012). Interestingly, the spatial extent of synaptic clustering was
identical to what we observed in the visual cortex in vivo (<12 mm;
Figure S1I), suggesting that similar mechanisms are responsible
for establishing synaptic clustering in both brain regions.
Hippocampal synapses also showed unique changes in activity over time (Figures 3C and 3D), and we found that local co-ac-

Increasing Local Co-Activity Stabilizes Transmission
Success Rates at Individual Synapses
Which physiological process underlies the observed depression
of synaptic activity? Since we did not observe any accompanying changes in synaptic calcium amplitudes, we hypothesized
that the depression of synaptic activity was due to changes in
synaptic transmission reliability (Enoki et al., 2009; Holderith
et al., 2012). To measure the transmission reliability of individual
synapses, we activated presynaptic axons in CA3 stratum radiatum using minimal electrical stimulation (4.5–6 MU; 0.5 ms;
5–7.5 mA; Figure 5A), while imaging the apical dendrites of
labeled CA3 neurons. Synaptic activation could be identified
as local calcium transients that were precisely timed to the stimulation onset (Figures 5B and 5C). To ensure that we selected
monosynaptic connections, initial stimulations were performed
in the presence of the AMPA receptor antagonist NBQX. Blocking AMPA receptors with NBQX prevents the supra-threshold
activation of postsynaptic neurons and, as a consequence, the
recruitment of polysynaptic connections (Mori et al., 2004).
30 min after NBQX washout, a low-frequency stimulation protocol was applied (3 3 12 stimulations at 0.1 Hz at 6-min intervals) to determine transmission reliability. Successful synaptic
transmission events could easily be identified and were clearly
Neuron 87, 399–410, July 15, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 403

Figure 5. Measuring and Experimentally
Manipulating the Transmission Success
Rate of Individual Synapses
(A) A schematic of the minimal stimulation
approach. CA3 pyramidal neurons were labeled
with the calcium indicator OGB-1, and a stimulation electrode was inserted in the stratum radiatum. Apical dendrites of labeled neurons were
imaged, while performing minimal stimulation of
nearby axon fibers.
(B) Synaptic calcium transient in an apical dendrite
following electrical stimulation.
(C) Pseudo-linescans of fluorescence changes
(DF/F0) along the dendritic segment marked in (B)
upon axonal stimulation. Time points of stimulation
are indicated by the dashed line. Successful
synaptic transmission events are clearly distinguishable from failures. Success rates of individual
synapses were determined as the number of
‘‘successful’’ synaptic transmission events over all
stimulations.
(D) Averaged DF/F0 calcium traces for successful
and failed transmission events of one synapse (n =
12 stimulations). The shaded area represents SD.
(E) Success rates before, during, and after asynchronous stimulation at 0.1 Hz for 12 min.
(F) Asynchronous synaptic stimulation decreases
the synaptic success rate over time. Dashed lines
represent individual synapses. *p < 0.05, paired
t test. Error bars ± SEM.
See also Figure S4.

distinguishable from failures (Figures 5C and 5D). As expected,
synapses often switched between successful and failed transmissions during consecutive stimulations. Transmission reliability was calculated as the percentage of successes over all
stimulations. Success rates varied between investigated synapses (mean: 74% ± 25%) similar to previous estimates (Emptage
et al., 2003; Nimchinsky et al., 2004; Oertner et al., 2002).
To investigate whether synchronicity regulates transmission
reliability, we first examined if stimulating synapses asynchronously, i.e., when all other inputs are mostly silent, could
decrease synaptic success rates. We determined the baseline
success rate of a given synapse during three 2-min recordings
(6-min intervals) and then stimulated this synapse at 0.1 Hz for
12 min to induce asynchronous activity. As expected, asynchronous stimulation significantly reduced synaptic success rate
(before: 74% ± 25%; after: 49% ± 38%; n = 7 synapses; p <
0.05; Figures 5E and 5F). This reduction was not due to phototoxicity since success rates of synapses that were imaged for
12 min without stimulation were not affected (before: 66% ±
37%; after: 65% ± 24%; n = 4 synapses; p > 0.05; Figure S4).
We therefore concluded that experimentally desynchronizing individual synapses from all other spontaneous activity on the
dendrite diminishes synaptic transmission efficiency.
Because our previous observations suggested that local
co-activity is a key regulator of synaptic activity, we wanted to
determine whether synaptic depression induced by asynchronous stimulation was specifically caused by a decrease in local
co-activity levels. To study this possibility, we developed a
closed-loop stimulation paradigm to specifically manipulate
404 Neuron 87, 399–410, July 15, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.

the local synchronicity of individual synapses. Synaptic stimulation was computer controlled and triggered by an online
detection algorithm that monitored spontaneously occurring
synaptic activity on the dendrite (Figures 6A and 6B). This experimental configuration allowed us to increase local co-activity by
stimulating an identified synapse upon detection of spontaneous
activity at neighboring synapses (<12 mm, ‘‘local pairing’’; Figure 6C) in near real-time (<20 ms). Conversely, we experimentally
decreased local co-activity, in a separate set of experiments,
by pairing the stimulation of a given synapse with spontaneous
activity of more distant synapses (12–24 mm, ‘‘distant pairing’’;
Figure 6D). Like ‘‘asynchronous stimulation’’ (see Figures 5E
and 5F), ‘‘distant pairing’’ triggered synaptic activity when
neighbor synapses were mostly silent; however, during ‘‘distant
pairing,’’ synaptic stimulation occurred frequently when bursts of
synaptic inputs took place elsewhere on the dendrite. Thus
‘‘distant pairing’’ allowed us to test whether local rather than
global synchronicity determines synaptic plasticity and stability.
We hypothesized that ‘‘local pairing’’ would stabilize synaptic
success rates compared to ‘‘distant pairing,’’ because of the
higher local synchronicity.
We found that the number of stimulations given during pairing
was indistinguishable between the two groups (local: 27.2 ± 5.2;
distant: 29.6 ± 9.6 stimulations). Importantly, local co-activity
rates were significantly higher during the ‘‘local pairing’’ protocol
compared to the ‘‘distant pairing’’ protocol (local: 50.2% ±
12.9%; distant: 29.3% ± 10.5%; p < 0.01 independent t test).
As expected, the stimulation protocol had a significant effect
on the success rate (p < 0.05; repeated-measures ANOVA;

Figure 6E). Specifically, synapses that underwent ‘‘distant pairing’’ showed a significant decrease in success rate, while locally
paired synapses remained unchanged (Figure 6F). The change in
success rate was significantly different between the two stimulation protocols (local: 1.5% ± 11.7%; distant: 34.1% ± 11.1%;
p < 0.05 independent t test; Figure 6G) and was still present
30 min after pairing (Figure 6E). Therefore, stimulating a synapse
in synchrony with its neighbors stabilizes its transmission reliability. In contrast, local ‘‘out-of-sync’’ stimulation reduces
transmission success rates. Combining the data from both
experimental groups (local and distant pairing) revealed a significant positive relationship between the local co-activity rate of a
synapse and its subsequent change in success rate (Figure 6H).
These findings show that local desynchronization causes synaptic depression.
‘‘Out-of-Sync’’ Depression Requires proBDNF/p75NTR
Signaling
To uncover the molecular mechanism underlying local synaptic
depression, we tested proBDNF/p75NTR signaling as a possible
‘‘punishing’’ factor for locally desynchronized synapses.
ProBDNF/p75NTR signaling was an attractive candidate since it
has been shown to retrogradely depress synapses in an activity-dependent manner (neuromuscular junction: Yang et al.,
2009a; Je et al., 2012; hippocampus: Woo et al., 2005; Yang
et al., 2014). Furthermore, it is highly expressed during development in the hippocampus (Yang et al., 2009b), and it is known to
be involved in synaptic competition and elimination (Je et al.,
2012). To test the role of proBDNF/p75NTR signaling in local plasticity and synaptic clustering, we first investigated whether synaptic depression induced by asynchronous stimulation (see

Figure 6. Experimentally Increasing Local Co-Activity Stabilizes
Transmission Success Rates
(A) A schematic of the closed-loop stimulation approach.
(B) Manipulation of the co-activity rate of individual synapses through paired
stimulation. A synapse receives computer-controlled stimulation when nearby
(local pairing) or more distant (distant pairing) synapses are spontaneously
active. (Left) ‘‘Local pairing’’: individual synapses are stimulated when neigh-

boring synapses (<12 mm) are spontaneously active to experimentally increase
local co-activity. (Right) ‘‘Distant pairing’’: stimulation is triggered in response
to distant spontaneous synaptic activity (12–24 mm) to decrease the local coactivity rate.
(C) The ‘‘local pairing’’ example. The dashed lines represent regions of interest
(ROI) around the targeted synapse (blue circle). Traces show the measured
fluorescence changes (DF/F0) for each ROI. Spontaneous and stimulated
synaptic calcium transients are shown. Spontaneous transmission at a ‘‘local’’
synapse was detected (spontaneous), and the targeted synapse was automatically stimulated (stimulation) to increase its effective local co-activity.
(D) The ‘‘distant pairing’’ example. A synapse was stimulated when a distant
synapse was active, but local synapses were silent, leading to a decrease of
local co-activity.
(E) Mean success rates for the ‘‘local’’ (green, n = 9 synapses) and ‘‘distant’’
pairing conditions (red, n = 9 synapses) before, during, and after paired
stimulation.
(F) Mean success rates before and after paired stimulation. Dashed lines
represent data from individual synapses. The success rates of locally paired
synapses remained stable. Conversely, the success rates of distantly paired
synapses were significantly reduced.
(G) The mean change in success rate for both experimental conditions. The
change in success rate was significantly different between both conditions
(*p < 0.05, independent t test).
(H) The relationship between local co-activity during paired stimulation and
the change in success rate of individual synapses. The local co-activity level
was determined across all synaptic events (stimulated and spontaneous)
during the 12 min of paired stimulation. Dashed line shows linear fit (p < 0.05,
R2 = 0.33). The change in success rate of individual synapses is significantly
correlated with their local co-activity level. Error bars ± SEM.
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Figure 7. proBDNF/p75NTR Signaling Is
Required for Depression of Desynchronized
Synapses and Synaptic Clustering
(A) The success rate of individual synapses before,
during, and after asynchronous stimulation at
0.1 Hz for 12 min in the presence of the p75NTR
receptor antagonist TAT-Pep5 or BSA as a control.
(B) Synaptic success rate was significantly
decreased after asynchronous stimulation in control recordings (BSA), but not in the presence of
TAT-Pep5. *p < 0.05, paired t test.
(C) The change in success rate after asynchronous
stimulation was significantly larger in BSA control
recordings (*p < 0.05, independent t test).
(D) 10-min bath application of nc-proBDNF leads
to depression in synapses with high local coactivity rates, but not in synapses with very low
co-activity rates. Each dot shows the average
value of all synapses of a neuron within each coactivity bin.
(E) The relationship between inter-synaptic distance and co-activity. Clustering of synaptic inputs
was significantly reduced 10 min after bath
application of nc-proBDNF (**p < 0.01, n = 4 cells,
independent t test).
(F) A schematic model for induction of ‘‘out-ofsync’’ depression through proBDNF/p75NTR
signaling. (Top) An example of locally synchronized
synapses. (Left) Three presynaptic cells (green) fire
synchronous action potentials and contact a
dendrite of the postsynaptic cell (black). Synchronous activity of the neighboring synapses stabilizes their transmission efficiency. (Bottom) An
example of an ‘‘out-of-sync’’ synapse (red).
Increased levels of proBDNF at the locally asynchronous synapse lead to the depression of its
synaptic transmission efficiency over time. As a
result, presynaptic firing fails to elicit a postsynaptic response.
Error bars ± SEM.

Figures 5E and 5F) may be sensitive to pharmacological
blockade of the high-affinity proBDNF receptor p75NTR. We
found that bath application of the specific p75NTR antagonist
TAT-Pep5 (1 mM in extracellular solution containing 0.1% BSA;
Yamashita and Tohyama, 2003), but not a control solution
(0.1% BSA), entirely abolished the depression of individual
synapses through asynchronous stimulation (TAT-Pep5 before:
88.3% ± 5.1%; after: 85.6% ± 5.5%; n = 7 synapses; BSA
before: 72% ± 7.7%; after: 46.4% ± 12%; n = 9 synapses; p <
0.05; Figures 7A–7C).
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This observation suggested that
p75NTR activation leads to the depression
of desynchronized synapses. We then
tested the effect of the p75NTR agonist
non-cleavable proBDNF (nc-proBDNF)
on spontaneous synaptic function (Yang
et al., 2009a). First, we measured the
activity and local co-activity rate of individual synapses during a 6-min baseline
period to allow desynchronizationinduced depression to reach a steady state (Figure S3D) and
then bath applied nc-proBDNF for 10 min. Nc-proBDNF
(4 ng/ml) did not significantly reduce overall activity levels (baseline: 1.3 ± 0.2 min 1; after nc-proBDNF: 1.2 ± 0.2 min 1; p > 0.05
paired t test). However, we observed that changes at individual
synapses were significantly related to local co-activity rates
before nc-proBDNF application (Figure 7D; Kruskall-Wallis
ANOVA; p < 0.05; BSA control: p > 0.05). Specifically, highly
synchronized synapses underwent synaptic depression after
nc-proBDNF application, whereas activity at desynchronized

synapses did not change. An intuitive explanation for this observation is that while proBDNF has the capacity to induce synaptic
depression, its effect is masked at desynchronized synapses
due to previous depression mediated by locally elevated endogenous proBDNF. Conversely, proBDNF specifically affected
locally synchronized synapses, presumably because endogenous proBDNF was absent at these synapses. This suggests
that endogenous proBDNF acts as a punishment signal at synapses with low local co-activity levels.
Finally, we asked whether desynchronization-dependent
depression through proBDNF/p75NTR signaling plays a role in
synaptic clustering. Strikingly, we found that bath application
of nc-proBDNF for 10 min was sufficient to compromise synaptic
clustering significantly (p < 0.01 independent t test; Figure 7E).
Together, our findings indicate that proBDNF/p75NTR-mediated
depression of locally desynchronized synapses facilitates synaptic clustering (Figure 7F).
DISCUSSION
We imaged synaptic activity during spontaneous network events
in the developing visual cortex and hippocampus and characterized a novel plasticity mechanism driven by spontaneous
activity. We found that the transmission frequency of synapses
that are only rarely co-active with their neighbors becomes
depressed. Since we observed no coincident change in synaptic strength, we hypothesized that this depression reflected
a decrease in synaptic transmission reliability. In accordance,
asynchronous stimulation of individual synapses triggered
proBDNF/p75NTR-dependent synaptic depression. Thus, spontaneous activity shapes synaptic connectivity during development with sub-cellular precision through an ‘‘out of sync - lose
your link’’ plasticity mechanism mediated by proBDNF/p75NTR
signaling.
In this study, we took an unbiased approach to analyzing
spontaneously occurring plasticity in the visual cortex in vivo
and in hippocampal slices. Using this approach, we discovered
a novel plasticity rule for individual synapses during development. Since previous studies have shown that spontaneous activity is necessary for the spatial clustering of co-active synapses
(Kleindienst et al., 2011; Takahashi et al., 2012), we expected to
find either a local plasticity mechanism for potentiation of synapses that are often co-active with their neighbors or for depression
of locally desynchronized synapses. In fact, evidence for cooperation and competition among neighboring synapses, at least
on longer time scales (min), has been reported previously (Frey
and Morris, 1997; Harvey and Svoboda, 2007; Oh et al., 2015; review: Winnubst and Lohmann, 2012). Here, we find that synaptic
clustering likely arises through a ‘‘punishing’’ plasticity rule: synapses that are only rarely co-active with neighboring synapses
become less reliable and their transmission frequency decreases. The depression of desynchronized synapses was found
to be very efficient, as only a few activations with low synchronicity in a short time (4–7 activations in 3 min) could induce depression. Furthermore, the fact that local synaptic depression occurs
both in the hippocampus and the cortex at the same threshold
(<20% co-activity) suggests that this is a ubiquitous and fundamental plasticity mechanism.

Our approach to following spontaneous changes in synaptic
activity enabled us not only to discover a novel plasticity rule
but also to directly derive its fundamental properties. By simply
testing variations of each parameter in our analysis, we identified
the optimal patterns for inducing plasticity without the necessity
of probing the entire parameter space with a large number of
separate stimulation experiments. For instance, to investigate
its temporal characteristics, we varied the time window at which
two inputs were considered to be co-active. Interestingly, we
found a strong link between the optimal integration time for
inducing depression of asynchronous synapses and the network
burst duration. In the visual cortex, where spontaneous bursts
can last up to several seconds, the maximal effect size of synaptic depression was observed when synaptic inputs were integrated on a timescale of 2 s. Accordingly, in the hippocampus,
where bursts are much shorter (400 ± 200 ms), the optimal
integration time was only 400 ms. Therefore, this plasticity mechanism is most likely tuned to integrate synaptic inputs on timescales that match the temporal characteristics of the specific
activity patterns in each circuit. These findings extend previous
in vitro and modeling studies showing that synaptic plasticity
during development requires pre- and postsynaptic firing within
the typical duration of bursts, in the range of one or a few seconds (Kasyanov et al., 2004; Butts et al., 2007; Gjorgjieva
et al., 2009). It would be interesting to investigate how these dendritic integration properties adapt in response to changing patterns of network activity during development and adulthood.
We hypothesized that proBDNF/p75NTR signaling may
mediate depression of locally desynchronized synapses,
because proBDNF and p75NTR are highly expressed in the developing hippocampus (Yang et al., 2009b), are important for NMDA
receptor-mediated synaptic depression (Woo et al., 2005), and
negatively regulate synaptic transmission and structure (Yang
et al., 2014) in the mouse hippocampus. In line with this hypothesis, blocking p75NTR pharmacologically abolished synaptic
depression induced by asynchronous stimulation entirely.
Furthermore, bath application of nc-proBDNF compromised
synaptic clustering within minutes by specifically depressing activity of locally synchronized, but not of ‘‘out-of-sync,’’ synapses.
Together, these observations indicate that proBDNF leads to the
depression of individual synapses and its effect is masked at
locally desynchronous synapses, possibly because these synapses already have higher levels of endogenous proBDNF. While
the precise distribution mechanism of proBDNF to ‘‘out-of-sync’’
synapses will have to be addressed by future studies, our observations establish proBDNF/p75NTR signaling as a mediator
of local synaptic depression. Furthermore, our data suggest a
strong functional link between this type of synaptic plasticity
and the clustering of synaptic inputs.
How does a local plasticity mechanism that facilitates synaptic
clustering contribute to the establishment of computationally
powerful neuronal networks? The clustering of functional synaptic inputs has attracted attention recently due to its proposed
role in dendritic processing. Mature dendrites contain voltagedependent ion channels that are opened by the simultaneous
activation of neighboring synapses (Losonczy and Magee,
2006; Polsky et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2000). The resulting
‘‘dendritic spike’’ increases the contribution of these synapses
Neuron 87, 399–410, July 15, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 407

to somatic firing. Early modeling studies predicted that neurons
using such non-linear dendritic integration could significantly
enhance their computational capacity (Poirazi and Mel, 2001;
Wu and Mel, 2009). Indeed, several recent experimental studies
have shown that non-linear dendritic integration facilitates
sensory processing in live animals (Lavzin et al., 2012; Palmer
et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2013). The utilization of these active
forms of dendritic integration requires that temporally related
synaptic inputs are located close together on the dendrite. The
clustering of co-active inputs by spontaneous activity could
thus directly prepare the network for future sensory processing.
While we could not observe any definitive signs of synaptic pruning, due to the limited duration of our recordings, the decrease in
synaptic reliability of low co-active synapses may increase the
likelihood of their removal. Indeed, a recent long-term imaging
study on the role of synaptic plasticity in activity-dependent
refinement showed that low transmission reliability is predictive
of synaptic pruning after LTD induction (Wiegert and Oertner,
2013). Therefore, depression of synaptic transmission as
described here may drive selective synaptic pruning during
development to establish clustered inputs. Future studies will
have to determine whether a similar ‘‘out-of-sync’’ plasticity
mechanism takes place during experience and learning in
adulthood.
In conclusion, our results indicate that a local ‘‘out of sync lose your link’’ plasticity mechanism suppresses the transmission reliability of synapses that are rarely co-active with their
neighbors. Synaptic refinement through spontaneous activity is
known to be critically important for the development of sensory
and motor systems (Lee et al., 2014; Walsh and Lichtman,
2003). While spontaneous activity has been extensively studied
on the network level, to our knowledge, this is the first time
that it has been followed on a single synapse level in the CNS
during naturally occurring activity in vivo. This approach revealed
a novel mechanism of synaptic depression driven by spontaneous activity that acts through local synaptic interactions and
proBDNF/p75NTR signaling.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Animals
All experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences.
For the in vivo experiments, we used F1 generation mouse pups (P10–P15)
from a cross between CBA females and C57BL/6J males. Neonatal C57BL/
6J (P2–P4) mice were used for in vitro experiments.
Plasmids
For in utero electroporation, GCaMP6s (Addgene plasmid 40753; Douglas
Kim) (Chen et al., 2013) was cloned into pCAGGS and used in combination
with DsRed in pCAGGS (gift from Christiaan Levelt).
In Utero Electroporation
Pyramidal neurons in layer 2/3 of the visual cortex were transfected with
GCaMP6s (2 mg/ml) and DsRed (2 mg/ml) at E16.5 using in utero electroporation
(Harvey et al., 2009). Pregnant mice were anesthetized with isoflurane;
hair was removed from the belly with depilatory cream; and a small incision
(1.5–2 cm) was made in the abdominal wall. The uterine horns were carefully
removed from the abdomen, and DNA was injected into the lateral ventricle
of embryos using a sharp glass electrode. Voltage pulses (five square wave
pulses, 30 V, 50-ms duration, 950-ms interval, custom-built electroporator)
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were delivered across the brain with tweezer electrodes covered in conductive
gel. Embryos were rinsed with warm saline solution and carefully returned to
the abdomen, after which time the muscle and skin were sutured.
In Vivo Electrophysiology and Calcium Imaging
The surgery and stabilization for the in vivo calcium imaging experiments were
performed as described previously (Siegel et al., 2012). Animals were anesthetized with 2% isoflurane, which was reduced to 0.7%–1% after surgery. We
previously found that although this low level of anesthesia does reduce the frequency of spontaneous network events, relative to that seen in wake animals,
it does not change the basic properties of spontaneous network activity, such
as participation rates and event amplitudes (Siegel et al., 2012). Electrodes
(4.5–6 MU) were fluorescently coated with BSA-Alexa 594 to allow targeted
whole-cell recordings (Sasaki et al., 2012). To visualize synaptic inputs, action
potentials were blocked with QX314 in the intracellular solution (120 mM
CsMeSO3, 8 mM NaCl, 15 mM CsCl2, 10 mM TEA-Cl, 10 mM HEPES, 5 mM
QX-314 bromide, 4 mM MgATP, and 0.3 mM Na-GTP; Takahashi et al.,
2012). Currents were recorded in voltage clamp at 10 kHz and filtered at
3 kHz (Multiclamp 700b; Molecular Devices). The average access resistance
was 64.0 ± 28.6 MU (n = 11). No correction was made for the liquid junction
potential. Imaging was performed with a two-photon microscope (Movable
Objective Microscope; Sutter Instrument) and a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire
laser (MaiTai HP; Spectra Physics; l = 895 nm). Dendrites of patched neurons
were imaged with a 403 water-immersion objective (0.8 NA; Olympus) using
ScanImage (5–10 Hz; 300 nm pixel size; Pologruto et al., 2003). To facilitate
the detection of synaptic calcium transients, neurons were depolarized to
30 mV to increase NMDA receptor activation (Takahashi et al., 2012).
Measured current amplitudes did not change during our recordings
( 18.49 pA between 0–20 min; 18.93 pA between 20–40 min; n = 4), suggesting that there was no global plasticity induced. We recorded the movement
signal of the scan mirrors, and this allowed us to correlate calcium signal onset
to synaptic currents measured at the soma in most cases (70%). Bursts were
identified as a sharp negative deflection in the current, followed by a return to
baseline, which consisted of multiple synaptic currents (>10 pA).
Organotypic Slice Cultures
Organotypic slice cultures were prepared according to the method of Stoppini
et al., (1991) from C57BL/6J mice. The animals were decapitated quickly, and
brains were placed in ice-cold Gey’s balanced salt solution under sterile conditions. Transversal slices (400 mm) were cut using a tissue chopper (McIlwain)
and incubated with serum-containing medium on Millicell culture inserts
(Millipore).
Dye Electroporation
Experiments were performed after 2–4 days of incubation in visually identified
CA3 pyramidal neurons. The recording chamber was temperature controlled
at 35 C and perfused with modified Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS;
Life Technologies) composed of 3.26 mM CaCl2, 0.493 mM MgCl2,
0.406 mM MgSO4, 5.33 mM KCl, 0.441 mM KH2PO4, 4.17 mM NaHCO3,
138 mM NaCl, 0.336 mM Na2HPO4, and 5.56 mM D-glucose. Individual neurons were then loaded with the calcium indicator dye OGB-1 by single-cell
electroporation (250 mM; 20 ms pulse; 10V) with a glass electrode (4.5–
6 MU; Lang et al., 2006). Cells were left to recover for at least 30 min before
imaging, after which time only highly active cells were selected for the synaptic
mapping experiments.
Imaging in Slices
Images were acquired using a CCD camera (iXon+; Andor Technology), which
was controlled by custom-made Labview (National Instruments) software using camera-specific VIs (Andor Technology) mounted on a BX51WI microscope with a 403 water-immersion objective (0.8 NA; Olympus). A 505-nm
LED array system was used as excitation light source (pE-2; CoolLed). The
covered area was 208 3 208 mm. For low-noise imaging at a rate of 30 Hz,
the camera was cooled to 70 C. To acquire consecutive frames at different
z planes, we mounted a piezo-stepper (P-721.LLQ; Physik Instrumente) between the microscope and the objective. A trigger signal of the camera given
at the beginning of each frame was used to move the piezo stepper controlled

by an LVPZT controller (E-625.LR; Physik Instrumente) to the next z position.
We recorded from three different z planes, thus resulting in a temporal resolution of 10 Hz.

formed the in vivo experiments; and D.N. discovered the molecular mechanism. J.W., J.E.C., and D.N. analyzed the data.
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Minimal Stimulation Experiments
To stimulate individual axons a glass electrode (4.5–6 MU) was inserted within
the stratum radiatum. A low-frequency stimulation protocol was then applied
(0.1 Hz; 0.5 ms pulse duration; 5–7 mA; 12 stimulations) and the apical dendrites of electroporated cells were imaged to detect synaptic calcium transients on the dendrite upon stimulation. To ensure that the observed calcium
transients were due to monosynaptic activation, test stimulations were performed in the presence of NBQX (Tocris; 10 mM). Thereafter, NBQX was
washed out for 30 min before the start of subsequent experimental protocols.
Initial success rates were measured using a 0.1-Hz stimulation protocol for
2 min at 6-min intervals. Due to the asynchronous nature of this stimulation,
we could observe a decrease in success rate in some of the measured synapses already during these baseline recordings. However, this change was not
significant in any experiment (p > 0.05 linear regression).
ProBDNF/p75NTR Experiments
Either a BSA (Sigma) solution (0.1%) or TAT-Pep5 (Calbiochem; 1 mM in 0.1%
BSA to prevent binding of TAT-Pep5 to glass or tubing surfaces) was perfused
to the recording chamber for the entire duration of the experiment. After control recordings (total 6 min) to determine baseline transmission rates, asynchronous synaptic stimulation was performed for 12 min according to the
protocol for minimal stimulation described above, followed by test stimulations
to determine the change in transmission success rate. To investigate the effect
of proBDNF on synaptic clustering, BSA (final concentration: 0.1%) or ncproBDNF (Alomone; final concentration: 4 ng/ml in 0.1% BSA) was added to
the solution in the recording chamber and perfusion was stopped for 10 min.
Image Analysis
To remove drift and movement artifacts from each recording, we performed an
image alignment based on the enhanced correlation coefficient (ECC) algorithm (Evangelidis and Psarakis, 2008). Similarly, each recording was aligned
to the first recording in the series to remove any movements between
recording sessions. Then a stack representing baseline fluorescence (F0)
was created by applying a moving average filter to the aligned stack (window/
span = 20 s). A DF/F0 stack was then generated by subtracting and dividing
each frame with its counterpart of the F0 stack. Thus, each pixel value in the
DF/F0 stack reflected the relative change in fluorescence. Semi-automated
image analysis was performed using custom-made Matlab software (MathWorks) and ImageJ (NIH). In short, putative calcium transients were first automatically detected, manually reviewed, and assigned to synaptic site on the
dendrite (for details, see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Real-Time Activity Detection and Stimulation
To couple the stimulation of an identified synapse to the occurrence of spontaneous activity on the dendrite, we developed an online monitoring approach
using custom-made Labview software. Intensity changes of the pixels between 3–12 mm (local) and 12–24 mm (distant) from the detected synapse
were monitored over time. To minimize delay times, the pixel readout was
synchronized to the closing of the camera shutter. Electrical stimulation was
triggered when intensity changes crossed a set threshold (for details, see
the Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
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